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1. Introduction 
Prime ideals in arbitrary rings were first made the subject of special 
study by McCoY [6]. U is the purpose of the present paper to investigate 
some properties of a certain class of prime ideals, called s-prime ideals 
(s for strong}, as well as to present some related results. 
Unless otherwise stated, the word ideal shall mean two-sided ideal. 
In a commutative ring R an ideal .):) is a prime ideal if and only if ab = 0(.):)) 
implies a = 0(.):)) or b = 0(.):) ). It turns out that this defining condition 
is too strong to be of much interest in the case of noncommutative rings. 
If R is a noncommutative ring, it is customary to call an ideal.):) a prime 
ideal if and only if ab = 0(.):)} implies a= 0(.):)} or b = 0(.):)}, it being 
understood that a and b are ideals in R. A number of equivalent definitions 
is given in [6]. 
In the present paper we shall call an ideal .):) an 8-prime ideal if and 
only if the complement of .):) in R contains a multiplicatively closed 
system that contains at least one element of every principal ideal not 
contained in .):). Sets with properties similar to those of the complements 
of 8-prime ideals are called 8-m-8y8tems, and we show that our 8-m-
systems behave in a number of ways like multiplicatively closed systems 
and the m-systems of McCoy. 
If a is an ideal in R, the 8-radical of the ideal a is defined to be the set 
of all elements r of R with the property that every s-m-system which 
contains r contains an element of a. In section 2 we prove that the 8-radical 
of a is the intersection of all 8-prime/ideals which contain a. The methods 
are based on those of McCoy, and the results reduce to those of KRuLL [2] 
if R happens to be a commutative ring. 
~n a commutative ring R an element a of R is termed related to an 
ideal a if there exist an element b not in a such that ab = O(a}. MuRDOCH 
[7] and VAN LEEUWEN [3] carried over this concept to arbitrary rings, 
but in order to obtain results similar to those well known for the com-
mutative case, it was apparently necessary to assume the ascending 
chain condition for two-sided ideals (cf. [4]). In section 3 we give another 
generalization of the concept of relatedness in commutative rings, and 
show that maximal s-prime ideals related to an ideal may be introduced 
without any finiteness assumption. 
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In section 4 we define the s-radical T of the arbitrary ring R as the 
s-radical of the zero ideal in R, and show that T has all the usual properties 
expected of a radical. Furthermore, T is a radical ideal in the sense of 
BAER [1]. In [6] McCoy defines the radical N of R as the intersection 
of all prime ideals in R. We shall prove that if the right ideals in R satisfy 
the ascending chain condition, then N coincides with T. 
A ring in which the zero ideal is an s-prime ideal may be called an 
s-prime ring. We shall point out in section 5 that a ring is isomorphic 
to a subdirect sum of s-prime rings if and only if it has zero s-radical. 
In view of this result it would seem desirable to make a further study 
of the s-prime rings. 
The material of the present paper is a simple adaptation of well known 
results of KRuLL [2] and McCoY [6]. 
2. s-prime ideals and the s-radical of an ideal 
Let R be an arbitrary ring. 
Definition 1. A set S of elements of R is called an s-m-system 
if and only if S contains a multiplicatively closed system S*, called the 
kernel of S, such that for every elements of S we have (s) n S* =/=cp, where 
(s) is the principal ideal generated by s and cp is the void set. cp is also 
defined to be an s - m-system. 
In the sequel we shall, whenever it be convenient, denote by S(S*) 
the s-m-system S with kernelS*. We remark that to every elements 
of the s-m-system S(S*) we can assign an element s* E (s) n S*. 
Clearly, the concept of an s-m-system is a generalization of that of 
a multiplicatively closed system. For if S is a multiplicatively closed 
system, then we may set S* =B. 
Definition 2. An ideal 1:J in R is an s-prime ideal if and only if 
its complement O(l:J) in R is an s- m-system. 
The agreement to consider the void set as an s- m-system is to assure 
that the ideal 1:J = R is an s-prime ideal. 
Obviously· an s-prime ideal is also a prime ideal. Moreover, in com-
mutative rings the concepts of prime and s-prime ideals coincide. 
Lemma 1. If 1:J is an s-prime ideal in R, and a an element of R such 
that RaR _ O(l:J), then a O(l:J). 
McCoY [6] proved this result for a prime ideall:J. In view of the above 
remark it also applies to an s-prime ideal. 
We next prove: 
Lemma 2. If o is an ideal in R, and 1:J an s-prime ideal in R, then 
on 1:J is an s-prime ideal in the ring b. 
Proof. The complement of 1:> in o is 0(1:>) no, where O(l:J) is the 
complement of 1:> in R. Clearly O(l:J) n o is an s- m-system in o and hence 
b n 1:J is an s-prime ideal in the ring o. 
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Lemma 3. Let S(S*) be an s-m-system in R, and a an ideal which 
does not meetS (i.e. has no elements in common with S). Then a is contained 
in an ideal ~ which is maximal in the class of all ideals which do not meet S. 
The ideal ~ is necessarily ·an s-prime · ideal.· 
Proof. The existence of~ follows immediately from Zorn's Lemma. 
We now show that~ is an s-prime ideal, i.e. that 0(~) is an s-m-system. 
Le.t S1=0(~) and consider the set S1*={xjx = s*(~)} for somes* inS*. 
Clearly, 81* is a multiplicatively closed system and ,we have 81* ~ 81. 
We now assign to every a in 81 an element a* e (a) n 81* as follows: 
1) If a eS1*, then a*=a. 
2) If a ¢ sl *' then the maximal property of ~ implies that the ideal 
(~,a) contains an element s of S, and hence also an element s* of S*. 
Thus there exists an element a* of (a) such that a*= s*(~), i.e. a* eS1*. 
This completes the proof of the lemma. 
Let us observe that, by the construction of 81 *, we always haveS* ~ 81 *. 
We shall now make the following 
Definition 3. The s-radical t(a) of an ideal a in R consists of those 
elements r or R with the property that every s- m-system which contains 
r contains an element of a. 
We are now ready to state the principal theorem of this section as 
follows: 
Theorem 1. The s-radical of an ideal a is the intersection of all the 
s-prime ideals which contain a. 
Proof. Clearly a C t(a). Furthermore, a and t(a) are contained in 
precisely the same s-prime ideals. For suppose that a~~' where ~ is 
an s-prime ideal, and that r E t(a). If r were not in~' that is, if r E 0(~), 
then 0(~) would have to contain an element of a, since 0(~) is an s-m-
system. But clearly 0(~) contains no element of a, and therefore r is 
not in 0(~). Thus r E ~' and hence t(a) ~ ~ as required. This shows that 
t(a) is contained in the intersection of all the s-prime ideals which contain a. 
To prove the converse, let a be an element of R not in t(a). Hence, 
by the definition of t(a), there exists an s-m-system S which contains 
a but does not meet a. By Lemma 3, there exists an s-prime ideal containing 
a which does not meet S, and therefore does not contain a. Hence a can 
not be in the intersection of all s-prime ideals containing a, and the 
theorem is therefore established. 
The following result is a direct consequence of the theorem just proved: 
Corollary. The s-radical of an ideal is an ideal. 
Now let S(S*) be any s-m-system that does not meet an ideal a. 
Let 81 * be a maximal multiplicatively closed· system which contains S* 
and does not meet a. Consider the set S1={xj(x) nS1*-oF~}. Clearly 
81(81*) is an s-m-system that does not meet a. We shall now show that 
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8 1(81*) is the complement of an s-prime ideal .lJ containing a. For let .!J1 
be a maximal s-prime ideal containing a which does not meet 81(81*) 
(cf. Lemma 3). Then 0(,1J1) is an s-m-system 82(82*) such that 8 2 :2 81• 
Furthermore, it was pointed out above that 82 * :2 81 *. Therefore the 
maximal property of 81* implies that 82* =81*, and hence, by the con-
struction of 81. 82 =81. Thus 0(81) is an s-prime ideal .lJ containing a. 
In view of this result we make 
Definition 4. An s-prime ideal .lJ is a quasi-minimal s-prime ideal 
belonging to the ideal a if and only if a C .lJ and there exist a kernel S* 
for the s- m-system 8 = O(,!J) such that if 81 * is any multiplicatively 
closed system properly containing 8*, then 81 * contains an element of a. 
We shall now prove 
Theorem 2. The s-radical r(a) of the ideal a in R is the intersection 
of all the quasi-minimal s-prime ideals belonging to a. 
Proof. It follows from Theorem l that r(a) is contained in the inter-
section of all quasi-minimal s-prime ideals belonging to a. To prove 
the converse, let a be an element of R not in r(a). Hence, by the definition 
of r(a), there exists an s-m-system 8(8*) which contains a but does 
not meet a. The above discussion then shows that there exists a quasi-
minimal s-prime .lJ belonging to a such that .lJ does not meet 8, and 
therefore does not contain a. Hence a can not be in the intersection of 
all the quasi-minimal s-prime ideals belonging to a. This completes the 
proof of the theorem. 
Any s-prime ideal containing a contains a quasi-minimal s~prime ideal 
belonging to a. This follows immediately from the fact that. O(,!J) is an 
s- m-system which does not meet a. 
3. Elements s-related to an ideal 
We now state 
Definition 5. An element a of R is left s-related (l-s-related) to 
the ideal a if for every element a' in the principal ideal (a) there exists 
an element c not in a such that a'c = O(a). An ideal o is l~s-related to 
to a if every element of o is l- s-related to a. 
It is easily seen that this definition reduces to the usual one in case R 
is a commutative ring.· 
Elements and ideals right s-related to a can be defined in the obvious 
way, but the right hand theorems and definitions will usually be omitted. 
Elements and ideals not l- s-related to a is called l- s-unrelated to a. 
Theorem 3. The set 8 which consists of all elements of R that are 
l- s-unrelated to a is an s-m-system. 
Proof. For every a in 8 there exists by definition an element a* 
in (a) such that for every c not in a we have a*c ¢ O(a). Now let a, b 
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be elements of S. Clearly, for every c not in a we have a*b*c ¢. O(a). 
Hence Sis an s-m-system with kernelS* ={xfx is an a* for some a E S}. 
Theorem 4. The s-radical t(a) of an ideal a is l-s-related to a. 
Proof. Let r be any element of t(a). If r were l-s-unrelated to a, 
then, by Theorem 3, r would be contained in the s- m-system S consisting 
of all elements l-s-unrelated to a. But clearly S contains no element 
of a, since all elements of a are l- s-related to a. This means that r can 
not be inS. Thus r is l-s-related to a as required. 
Since the s-m-system S, which consists of all elements of R that are 
l-s-unrelated to a, does not meet the ideal (0), Lemma 3 asserts the 
existence of at least one ideal which is maximal in the class of all ideals 
which do not meetS, i.e. the class of ideals l-s-related to a. Each such 
maximal ideal is necessarily an s-prime ideal. In view of the above we 
shall make the following 
Definition 6. An ideal which is maximal in the set of all ideals 
l- s-related to an ideal a is called a maximal l- s-prime ideal belonging 
to a. 
The definition makes it clear that ,);> is a maximal l-s-prime ideal 
belonging to a if and only if ,);> is Z- s-related to a but any ideal (1 such 
that ,);> C (1 is l-s-unrelated to a. 
We now show that a is contained in every maximal l- s-prime ideal 
,);> belonging to a. Let a+p be any element of the ideal (a,.);>), where a E a 
and p E ,);>. Let a' +p' be any element of the principal ideal ((a+p)), 
a' E a, p' E (p). Since p is l-s-related to a, there exists an element c not 
in a such that p'c- O(a). Hence (a' +p')c- O(a) and a+p is l-s-related 
to a. Thus (a,.);>) is l-s-related to a and, since ,);> C (a,.);>), the maximal 
property of ,);> shows that ,);>=(a,.);>). This, however, implies that a C ,);>, 
and the desired conclusion is reached. 
Theorem 5. Every element or ideal which is l-s-related to an ideal a 
is contained in a maximal l- s-prime ideal belonging to a. 
Proof. Obviously, if the element b is l-s-related to a, the ideal (b) 
is l- s-related to a. Hence, in the proof of the theorem, the only case 
which need be considered, is that of an ideal which is l- s-related to a. 
If (1 is an ideal l-s-related to a, the s-m-system S, which consists of 
the elements of R l-s-unrelated to a, contains no element of b. Lemma 3 
then shows the existence of a maximal l-s-prime ideal ,);> belonging to 
a such that (1 C ,);>. 
Theorem 5 makes it clear that all the elements of R which are l- s-
related to a are spread over the maximal l- s-prime ideals belonging to a. 
The above discussion of elements l- s-related to an ideal throws an 
interesting light on the nature of divisors of zero in a noncommutative 
ring. In a commutative ring an element is a divisor of zero if and only if 
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it is an element of one of the maximal prime ideals belonging to the 
zero ideal. In a noncommutative ring R no such characterization of 
divisors of zero exists, since a divisor of zero (left, right, two-sided) may 
very well generate the whole ring R. This may be the case although R 
contains elements that are neither left nor right divisors of zero, as is 
easily seen by a consideration of matrix rings. However, we shall now 
state a definition which divides the left divisors of zero in R into two 
disjoint classes. This will enable us to state a result similar to that for 
commutative rings quoted above. 
Definition 7. An element a of R is a true left divisor of zero in R 
if and only if every element of the principal ideal (a) is a left divisor 
of zero. 
A left divisor of zero b in R such that the ideal (b) contains at least 
one element which is not a left divisor of zero, may be called an accidental 
left divisor of zero. 
It will be observed that the true left divisors of zero in R are precisely 
the elements of R which are l-s-related to the zero ideal. Hence we have 
Theorem 6. An element a of R is a true left divisor of zero in R if 
and only if a is contained in the union of the maximal l- s-prime ideals 
belonging to (0). 
Now let ,)) be any maximal l- s-prime ideal belonging to a and set 
S=C(lJ). 
Definition 8. The ideal consisting of all and only those elements 
c of R such that there exists an elements inS with (s)(c) - O(a), is called 
the principal l-s-component al(lJ) of a (cf. [3]). 
In the special case that lJ = R, S is the void set and we agree a1(1J) =a. 
Obviously a is contained in a1(,))). Furthermore, if lJ is the only l-s-
prime ideal belonging to a, then a1(1J) =a. For then S(S*) is the s- m-
system of all elements l-s-unrelated to a and the relation (s)(c) O(a) 
for some c not in a is impossible since s*c ¢. O(a). 
That a may be properly contained in a1(1J) may be seen from an example. 
Let J be the ring of integers and denote by J n the ring of all matrices 
of order n with coordinates in J. It is well known that there exists a 
one-to-one correspondence between ideals in J and ideals in J n· Thus 
the ideal in Jn which corresponds to the ideal (m) in J, m any integer, 
may be denoted by (m)n· Now consider the ideal a=(6)n in Jn. It is 
easily seen that the ideal,))= (3)n is a maximall-s-prime ideal belonging 
to a. Clearly a1(,))) = ,)), and the desired conclusion is reached. 
Definition 9. An element a of R is l-related to an ideal a if there 
exists an element b not in a such that (a)(b) _ O(a). An ideal b is l-related 
to a if and only if every element of b is l-related to a (cf. [7] and [3]). 
Theorem 7. The principal l-s-component a1(1J) is contained in 
every ideal b, such that a C b and all elements of S = O(l:J) are l-unrelated to b. 
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Proof. If .)::l=R, then al(.)::l)=a and there is nothing to prove. Now 
let .)::> be a proper ideal and b contain a such that all elements of S are 
l-unrelated to b. If a is an arbitrary element of Ill(.):>), there exists an 
elements of S such that (s)(a) == 0(.)::>). Thus (s)(a) == O(b) and this implies 
a = O(b ), since s is l-unrelated to to b. Thus Ill(.):>) ~ b and the theorem 
is proved. 
We shall now prove 
Theorem 8. Any ideal a is the intersection of all its principal l-s-
components Ill(.):>). 
Proof. If.)::>= R, then Ill(.):>)= a. Now suppose.)::>¥= R. Since a is contained 
in every principal l- s-component of a, it is also contained in their inter-
section. To prove the converse, let a be an arbitrary element of the inter-
section of all principal l-s-components Ill(.):>). For any maximal l-s-
prime ideal .)::> belonging to a, we have (s)(a) = O(a) for some s not in .)::>. 
Consider the ideal b which consists of all elements d of R such that 
(d)(a) = O(a). Then for every maximall-s-prime ideal.)::> belonging to a, 
b contains an element d not in.)::>. Thus b is not contained in any maximal 
l- s-prime ideal belonging to a. According to Theorem 5 b can not be 
l-s-related to a. This means that b contains at least one elements E S(S*), 
where S is the s-m-system consisting of all elements which are l- s-
unrelated to a. Since s is in b, we have (s)(a) = O(a). This clearly implies 
that a= O(a) and the theorem is therefore established. 
4. The s-radical of a ring 
We shall now make the following definition: 
Definition 10. The s-radical of the ring R is the s-radical of the 
zero ideal in R. 
Let us denote the s-radical of the ring R by T. Evidently T is a nil 
ideal, for if a ET, the s-m-system {a, a2 , aa, ... } must contain 0, and 
a is therefore nilpotent. Furthermore, every element b which generates 
a (right, left, two-sided) nilpotent ideal is in T. For if I is an ideal such 
that I•=O, then In= 0(.)::>) for every s-prime ideal.):> in R, and this shows 
that I = 0(.)::> ). Hence I = O(T) since T is the intersection of all the s-prime 
ideals in R. 
If a E T, then clearly aR ~ T. Conversely, if aR ~ T, RaR ~ T, and 
Lemma 1 shows that a E T. We see therefore that aR E T if and only if 
aET. 
Theorem 9. In the presence of the ascending chain condition for 
right ideals, T consists precisely of the elements which generate nilpotent 
ideals in R. 
Proof. If a E T, (a) is a nil ideal. LEVITZKI [5] proved that in the 
presence of the ascending chain condition for right ideals every nil right 
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ideal is nilpotent. Thus (a) is nilpotent. On the other hand, it was pointed 
out above that T contains all elements which generate nilpotent ideals. 
Hence T consists precisely of the elements of R which generate nilpotent 
ideals in R. 
Clearly, the same proof applies in case the descending chain condition 
for right ideals holds, and i;>ince one of the familiar characterizations of 
the classical radical for rings satisfying the descending chain condition 
is that it consists of all elements which generate nilpotent ideals, we 
have at once the 
Corollary. If R satisfies the descending chain condition for right 
ideals, T coincides with the classical radical of R. 
In [6] McCoY defines the radical N of a general ring R as the inter-
section of all the prime ideals in R. He then shows that in the presence 
of the descending chain condition for right ideals N coincides with the 
classical radical of R. It may easily be proved along the lines of the proof 
of Theorem 9 that in the presence of the ascending chain condition for 
right ideals N coincides with T. Hence we have 
Theorem 1 0. If R satisfies the ascending chain condition for right 
ideals, then the intersection of all the prime ideals in R coincides with the 
intersection of all the s-prime ideals in R. 
Theorem 11. If o is an ideal in R, the s-radical of the ring o is 
onT. 
Proof. If T' denotes the s-radical of the ring o, Lemma 2 shows 
that T' ConT. Conversely if bE on T, then every s-m-system in R 
which contains b contains 0. Thus, in particular, every s-m-system in o 
which contains b contains 0. This means that b E T' and thus o n T C T'. 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
We shall now prove 
Theorem 12. If Tis the s-radical of R, then RfT has zeros-radical. 
Proof. Let a be an element of the s-radical of RfT, and thus a is 
contained in all the s-prime ideals in in R fT. If a~ 0, a ~ 0( T), and hence 
a is not contained in some s-prime ideal ~ in R. Since ~ :J T, we have 
Rf~ ~ (RfT)/(~/T) from which it follows that ~/T is an s-prime ideal 
in RfT. Furthermore, ~/T does not contain a, since a=/=- 0(~). This contra-
diction shows that we must have a= 0, which completes the proof of 
the theorem. 
It follows from this theorem that RfT contains no nonzero nilpotent 
ideals (right, left, two-sided), for every nilpotent ideal in RfT must be 
contained in the s-radical of RfT. In particular, this shows that T is a 
radical ideal in the sense of BAER [1]. In fact, it is easily seen that T is 
actually the upper radical of R. 
5. s-prime rings 
We now define: 
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Definition 11. A ring R is called an s-prime ring if and only if (0) 
is an s-prime ideal in R. 
From Definitions 1 and 2 it follows that a ring R is an s-prime ring 
if and only if there exists a multiplicatively closed system in R that 
does not meet (0) and contains at least one element of every non-
zero principal ideal in R. 
It will be observed that a commutative s-prime ring is just an integral 
domain. Any simple ring is an s-prime ring. From Lemma 2 we also see 
that an ideal in an s-prime ring is an s-prime ring. 
Now an s-prime ring has zero s-radical and hence in the presence of 
the descending chain condition for right ideals is isomorphic to a direct 
sum of a finite number of simple rings. However, the direct sum of two 
or mote simple rings is certainly not s-prime, and hence if the descending 
chain condition holds for right ideals, the concepts of s-prime ring and 
simple ring coincide. 
If.\) is an s-prime ideal in the arbitrary ring R, Rf'p is an s-prime ideal 
and conversely. Since Tis the intersection of all the s-prime ideals in R, 
a familiar argument yields the following analogue of one of the Wedder-
burn-Arlin theorems: 
Theorem 13. A necessary and sufficient condition that a ring be 
isomorphic to a subdirect sum of s-prime rings is th.at it h.ave zero s-radical. 
Now let R be a ring with. unit element, and denote by Rn the ring of all 
matrices of order n with coordinates in R. We shall prove 
Theorem 14. If R is an s-prime ring with. unit element, th.en Rn is 
an s-prime ring. 
Proof. Let A be any nonzero matrix in Rn. At least one of the 
coordinates of A is a nonzero element a of R. Let a* be the element 
assigned to a as usual. Then the ideal (A) in Rn contains the scalar 
matrix a*. The set of all such scalar matrices evidently is a multi-
plicatively closed system which contains at least one element of every 
nonzero principal ideal in Rn. Hence Rn is an s-prime ring and the proof 
is completed. 
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